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Aerospace Manufacturing, 2016

• The global aerospace industry is incredibly competitive.  The 
Primes and Tier 1’s are under intense pressure to lower prices 
and lead times

• The flow down of these requirements to the sub-tier supply 
chain is becoming correspondingly more intensive

• These changes put extraordinary stress on organizations, and 
can threaten business continuity



The Business Environment

• Many of the techniques that have been employed 
successfully in the automotive industry are now being 
applied to aerospace manufacturing
– Reduced inventories

– Just-in-time manufacturing

– Increased throughputs

– Supply chain consolidation

• Compounding the challenge, much of aerospace 
manufacturing is inherently high mix and low volume



Responding

• We have to become leaner and improve execution

• Continuous Improvement has to become a part of the 
organizational culture and has to be applied across the 
enterprise

─ Shop floor

─ Back office

─ Management Practice



Easier Said Than Done

• True Continuous Improvement involves constant change
 Change creates stress on organizations and people

 Stress impacts execution

 Poor execution drives up costs and cycle times

• But there is no margin left for poor execution!



Change Management Essentials

• Develop a structured approach to change management

– Develop and execute a strategic communication plan

– Train staff in the tools of managed change

• Many of the tools commonly applied to shop floor processes offer 
wide benefit across the organization

– Lean

– Theory of Constraints

– Sigma

– SMED

– Integrated teams



Communicate is a Verb

• Employees who understand the drivers for change become partners 
in the process

• Focus on answering why and what and involve your employees in 
answering how and who
– Why do we need to make this change?

– What is it we are trying to accomplish?

– How will we execute the change?

– Who will be involved?

• Create a vision for the future state of the organization and talk 
about it regularly



How Can Government Policy Help?
• Support innovation and development aimed at improving 

existing processes
– SR&ED credits help SMEs push the envelope

• Support for high TRL development.  
– Driving processes from TRL 7 to TRL  9 can be the difference in 

competing in the global market 

• Support for process research, digitization and other aspects of 
Manufacturing 4.0 that will require re-engineering 
organizational structures

• We need to be able to hire the best and brightest people from 
around the world



How can Academia help?

• Companies are operating in an environment that is more 
competitive and changing faster than ever before
– We need flexible employees with the skills and tools to adjust 

and react to changing conditions to maintain competitiveness

• Essential skills (in addition to technical and subject-matter 
expertise)
– Collaborative problem solving

– Process definition and optimization

– Lean, Six Sigma, Theory of Constraints

– Communications and media skills 



Summary

• The global aerospace market is increasingly competitive

• In addition to creating new jobs and markets, it is critical for Canada to 
maintain the markets we currently have

• SMEs need to develop a new set of skills aimed at reacting to and 
managing response to a changing market

• Government can help with support for the re-engineering of companies 
that will be required

• Academic curricula that incorporate more of the soft skills that are 
required will help create the workforce Canadian companies will need to 
compete and grow


